Burkinafaso
Rakmane

Want to learn more
16A
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17A
11A
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12A

2A

8A

1A
Health org tobacco
patient navigation
survivor advocacy

19A

15A
14A
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OUCH
Want to learn more

posititve feedback

The Future is unceratan

13A

18A

10A

20

5A
Partner Mapping
and tools

First Contact

Give them resources

ACS reaches out
with govt as cancer.org

2 one pagers for different
sources

Hear about tobacco
taxation

Tobacco Atlas

know what to do

frustrated with homework

PDF of specific info

frustrated because they have
to work

more info about their partners
and next steps should be about

some people will branch off

reach out to researchers

models of ideal excise tax EMPR
Prevent 20.com and youtub
3B
That’s great but
I can’t do
anything about it

Get info about what
cancer orgs can do

positive feelings

some follow up with TAPE

Schedule meeting
30 minutes
w/TAPE team

Next meeting with
TAPE team

more info
require more homework from
them

Homework 2:
identity misinfo
and research
and knowlege gaps
Begin to develop
messaging targeted
to partners
Availability of tobacco
researchers that aren’t
in pocket of tobacco

engage with partners

some go on their own

8B
Homework 1:
revise tools
policy context stakeholders
splintering
pushback from partners

5 minute elevator speach
messaging govt. dept.

see positive results
motivation to continue

Get mixed messages
from Govt.

communicating with
patrners

Questions for govt

11B
Branch off
Hit roadblocks
Not able to engage
right people

questions they
can’t answer

3rd meeting with
TAPE team
to discuss next
steps
get support

set up meetings

Push for tobacco
tax at acceptable
level
15B
sitting in on
additional meeting
with apppropriate
partners to
move tax along
Get economic
government advocates
and spokesperson
Dropoff

Homework 4:

Industy backlash

research impact

fake talking points

money govt. is making
in users?

Lied about black market

Ilicit trade from industry?
from tax?
want to demonstrate
effectiveness
About to implement
tobacco tax
Prepare for industry
interference
Opportunity for improvement

took out op Eds etc...
Prevent20
Coalition Megaphone
like Colombia
connect to large news orgs
engage media

Review and retrospective

